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DEVON ROOF CAP

To install the Devon roof cap you will need the following 
tools:
•  A marker pen
•  A drill
•  A spanner
•  A selection of G-clamps

NOTE: To remove your old skylight you will either need a 
screwdriver or a spanner. We suggest that two people are 
used when lifting the cap on or off a vehicle.

JK Part Numbers: J11649 and J11671

T2 BAY WITH DEVON ROOF 1967-1979

1. Remove old skylight and clean roof of dirt and 
debris.

2. Trial fit the cap onto your roof

FITTING GUIDE
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3. Trial fit the cap onto your roof. From the inside, 
offer up your funnel and mark the skylight hole 
location

4. Remove the cap and turn upside down. Offer up 
the funnel again and mark the OUTSIDE edge of 
the cap

6. Cut your skylight hole, using the outside marks 
as your guide

5. Drill pilot holes

DEVON ROOF CAP
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7. Trial fit the funnel, if the hole is too small you 
may have to file it slightly until it fits

At this point you will need to determine the height 
of your funnel. To do this you will need to place a 
straight edge across the bottom of your skylight 
and measure the inside distance between the top 
and bottom.
Place your cap back on your roof, trial fit the funnel 
and starting from the cap measure up the funnel 
the distance of inside the skylight.

8. Mark the funnel to the height of your skylight

9. Cut your funnel to its new height

DEVON ROOF CAP
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12. Drill hole, making sure you go through the roof 
cap and the rim of the old roof

11. Mark where to drill for coachbolt10. Apply the adhesive to the roof, clamp down 
and leave for at least 12 hours for the adhesive to 
set

13. Fit a coach bolt and tighten gently until firm
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15. Fit your new skylight14. Bolt up the funnel and install the skylight 
mechanism

17. Undo the strut support16. Chock your roof up with 43cm long pieces of 
wood
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18. Undo the grub screw 19. Remove the old spring. Fit the new one in 

J11018 

Devon edging trim 
between static 
section of roof and 
vehicle roof. (sold 
per metre)

Devon roof seals
Having covered your old roof, now’s the time to consider replacing the seals on your Devon roof.

J11347 

Seal between static 
& elevating section 
of devon roof. 
(sold per metre)

J11628

Devon roof ‘J’ seal. 
(sold per metre)
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